


The brand has a design team dedicated to each 
project: engineer, designer and product manager. 
Due to its location close to  Mont Blanc, this trio is 
immersed in the snow sports culture and develops 
innovative concepts to meet the needs expressed
on the ground. The team then relies on the 
expertise and operational support structures in 
charge of prototype creation and validation for 
use on the ground. Drawing on the expertise of 
its research and development centre, Wed'ze 
works towards maximising the safety, comfort  
and well being of sports men and women,  
following five major steps in the development 
of these concepts: observe, understand, 
imagine, experiment and check. 

DESIGNED IN THE 
FRENCH ALPS
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Supported by a team of 
passionate skiers and 
snowboarders, Wed'ze creates
the desire to practise snow 
sports in the mountains. 

Established at the heart  
of the Alps, in the mythical 
valley of Mont Blanc, Team 
Wed'ze's designers, product 
managers and engineers work 
together to design and develop 
high-performing equipment 
making the pleasure of snow  
sports accessible to all 
practitioners, from amateurs 
to enthusiast. 

"Slipping, sliding, jumping" 
is the meaning of Wed'ze in 
Savoyard dialect: a colourful 
expression reflecting a simple, 
spontaneous state of mind  
full to the brim with energy. 
From downhill skiing to 
freeride or freestyle, Wed'ze's 
philosophy is to leave all 
complexes behind, setting 
off to discover a rich and 
varied range of snow sport 
sensations, regardless  
of level or style. 

A designer of equipment, 
clothing and accessories, 
Wed'ze equips mountain  
sport enthusiasts from top  
to toe, for practice centred  
on totally safe fun. 

THAT’S
WED’ZE
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Your favourite discipline? 
My main discipline is the 
Halfpipe. It's a physically and 
technically demanding discipline, 
but the one I love the most!  
I also really like Freeride and 
Back Country! Being able to ski 
in 40cm of fresh snow is a really 
unique feeling. 

How long have you been  
riding for? 
I started off with 12 years  
of Alpine skiing, including  
2 years on the FIS circuit.  
Then, at the age of 17, I decided 
to move on to Freestyle skiing. 
I've now been practising this 
discipline for 5 years. 

Why did you choose Wed'ze? 
I chose Wed'ze because  
it has a real plan for the future  
of Freestyle skiing! It's a very 
dynamic brand which is always 
there, ready to respond.  
All the teams are raring to go!  
It's really like a large family,  
you really feel you're being 
followed throughout the season, 
and it's very difficult to find this 
kind of atmosphere in a brand. 
In addition, Wed'ze wants to 
involve its riders as much as 
possible in the design of its 
products. As a skier, it's very 
rewarding to be able to give  
your opinion on the products. 

Your targets for the season? 
My targets for this season are  
quite simple: To participate  
in all the world cups and get  
into the top 15, to participate  
at the Tignes X Games and  
to try to get my qualification  
for the SOCHI Games in 2014.  
In addition, I aim to set up  
video sharing, with the  
production of a ski film. 

Antoine Blanchi,
Technical brand 
partner 

 OUR WED’ZE  
PARTNERS

“Given Wed'ze's  
real desire  
to develop  
high-performing 
equipment and 
democratise the  
sport for the 
greatest number 
and given that,  
quite simply,  
I often function  
on an emotive  
level, my meetings 
with Wed'ze led us  
to a common 
desire to advance 
together.”

Accomplished sportsmen and women 
developing products for everyone. 

Marie Martinod,
Technical brand 
partner 



There are as many ways of enjoying skiing as there are skiers:  
we have brought together the types of practice in four categories.

Skiing is a magical sport, capable of creating wonder and feeling. 
Share with us this passion!

CRUISING

SPEED

FREERIDE

FREESTyLE

JUNIOR

EACH TO THEIR OWN SKI

"I ski for the pleasure  
of discovering the resort, 
on the piste and at the 
side of the slope" 

"I ski on the pistes for  
a feeling of speed and  
the pleasure of controlling 
my trajectories"

"I ski off-piste to float 
in the powder and enjoy 
leaving my own tracks" 

"I ski in the snowparks 
or on the piste to enjoy 
showing off my jumps  
and tricks" 

"I ski to have fun  
and become a champion" SE
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EVO FEEL

HELMET
EVOSLIDE
JACKET

EVOSTyLE LOOSE
TROUSERS

AD S3 EVO SNOW
GOGGLES

RNS 100
SKI BOOTS

CROSSLANDER 8.0
SKIS

CUTBACK LIGHT
POLES

CRUISING
CROSSLANDER

I ski around according to my desires and discover all four corners of the resort. I enjoy going around the various 
sites with friends or family - conviviality in the great outdoors. 
In the morning, with my friends, I really don't want to be lagging behind - I need skis which reassure me and 
allow me to accelerate on the piste and at the the side of the slope. In the afternoon, with the kids, I must be able 
to forget my skis so I can fully devote myself to them. 
Skis designed for this practice demonstrate versatility, manoeuvrability and stability. 

"I ski for the pleasure of discovering the resort,  
on the piste and at the side of the slope" 
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MAXIWARM
DOWN JACKET 

EVO FEEL
HELMET

EVOSLIDE PULL’N FIT
TROUSERS

AD S3 EVO SNOW
GOGGLES

RNS 70
SKI BOOTS

UPOP’S
SKIS

UPOP’S
POLES

"I ski for the pleasure of discovering the resort, on the piste 
and at the side of the slope" 

CRUISING
UPOPS

Julien - Administrative and Financial Manager 



"I ski on the pistes for a feeling of speed and the pleasure of 
controlling my trajectories"

The piste is where you spend most of your time, and the resorts are constantly improving the way they prepare 
their runs - skiing in these conditions has become a real pleasure. 
Who does not remember that perfect run just after the piste opened? A beautifully groomed piste, allowing you 
to string turns together and perfectly master your trajectory. 
you do not compete, but you set yourself challenges, either alone or with friends. 
If you recognise yourself in this description, then this programme is for you. Skis designed for this practice 
demonstrate great precision, recovery and slide. 

MID CARV
HELMET

PROCARVE
JACKET

PRO CARVE
TROUSERS

AD S2 PRO EDGE
GOGGLES

RNS 100
SKI BOOTS

LINEBREAKER
SKIS

CUTBACK 7
POLES
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SPEED



"I ski off-piste to float in the powder and enjoy making my 
own tracks" 

you ski at least half your time off-piste, enjoying making your own tracks and the magical 
feeling of buoyancy and bounce. What motivates you is the free flow, fun and freedom to choose 
your own line. 
Skis designed for this practice demonstrate great lift and planing. 

MAX CARVE
HELMET

MAXTRIP
JACKET

MAXTRIP
TROUSERS

PRO LAND
GOGGLES

RNS 100
SKI BOOTS

SAMURAI
SKIS

DREAMSCAPE
GLOVES

CUTBACK 7 VARIO
POLES
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FREE
RIDE

Quentin - Ski product manager, assistant 



"I ski in the snowparks or on the piste to enjoy showing off my 
jumps and tricks" 
Shall we meet at the snowpark? Jumps, slides, rotations...
Now I can do it! I'm accomplished in the world of freestyle! 
Agility, audacity, the need for manoeuvrability and pop! 

Wed’ze is an official partner of the 2013 X-Games
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MID SPIN

HELMET
MAXSTyLE
JACKET

MAXSTyLE
TROUSERS

AD S3 MAX BONES
GOGGLES

RNS 100
SKI BOOTS

TWIN TRICKS
SKIS

RENEGADE PRO
GLOVES

FREE
STyLE
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MID SPIN

HELMET
EVOSTyLE
JACKET

EVOSTyLE
TROUSERS

MID SNOW
GOGGLES

RNS 40
SKI BOOTS

ONEBREAKER TEAM
SKIS

RENEGADE By
GLOVES

AIRLINER TEAM
POLES

Since we never get a second opportunity to learn to ski correctly, our junior skis emphasise 
the ease of initiating turns and sideways slide. 

JUNIOR

"I ski to have fun and become a champion" 



MeTAl ReinfoRced
Laminate reinforced with a metal plate. Optimises 
the transfer of forces for more powerful support 
and greater responsiveness. Better distribution 
of weight on powder along the length of the ski 
giving greater buoyancy. 

flAx fiBeR ViBRATions ABsoRBeR
Laminate reinforced by flax fibre. Flax is a na-
tural material which has mechanical cushioning 
properties. It filters some of the vibrations and 
improves ski-snow contact. 
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TRiAxiAl fiBeR ReinfoRced
Laminate stiffened by triaxial fibres for greater 
rigidity. 

RegulAR Top
Standard topsheet, protects the decoration of 
the ski. 

HARd Top
Resistant topsheet allowing for high colour 
transparency, glossy decoration effect. 

scRATcH ReinfoRced Top
Structured topsheet durably protects the deco-
ration from impacts and scuffing at the edges. 

RMW BAse
Made from polyethylene. Good wax absorption. 

uHMW BAse
This base, made from high molecular weight 
polyethylene, is more resistant to scratching 
and absorbs more wax for a better glide. 

RMW++ BAse
Base made from thicker polyethylene, enabling 
it to be maintained for longer. 

ReinfoRceMenTs

TopsHeeT

BAse

THe WeB code

HTTP://WWW.M.WEDZE.COM

Find all the information on our skis thanks to the 
QR codes on the products. Here's how it works: 
Take a picture of the QR code with a smartphone 
and a QR code reader application. 

long life seRies
A series of “long life” skis specially treated 
for long-lasting resistance due to a scratch 
reinforced top.

OUR TECHNOLOGy

WoodcoRe
The wood is found on most of the core, except 
for the raised part of the tips. 
A feeling of bounce and helps soften the 
contact between the ski and the snow. 

pu coRe
The core of the ski is injected at the time of 
moulding. This gives us durable and highly 
affordable skis. 

full cAMBeR
The camber is distributed over the entire length 
of the ski, in order to improve grip, power and 
precision. 

HigH cAMBeR 
High camber gives the ski excellent dynamism  
thanks to total ski/snow contact.

MediuM cAMBeR 
Medium camber combines the dynamism 
of a high camber with the flexibility of a flatter 
camber.

fRonT RockeR
Easy and accurate turns Gives the skis a fun 
character. Ideal on the piste. 

fRonT & TAil RockeR 30
Front and tail rocker on 25 to 30% of the 
surface of the ski: easy planing with stability 
maintained; ideal on all kinds of terrain. 

coRe

RockeR

cAMBeRs

siMple slice fiBeR
Single layer of fibreglass laminate. 

douBle slice fiBeR
Double layer of fibreglass laminate. 

sHell fiBeR consTRucTion
The fibreglass shell combines with the core of 
the ski to provide perfect
support transmission from edge to edge. 
Allows for gains in manoeuvrability thanks to 
its increased smoothness.

cAp sAndWicH consTRucTion
The topsheet (the layer protecting the surface 
design), combined with one or two fibre layers, 
surrounds the core without reinforcement of  
the sidewalls: the main advantage is lightness. 
Very smooth when used on all kinds of terrain. 

VeRTicAl sideWAll
The sidewalls are positioned at 90° to the top. 
Provides grip and power. 

Mixed sideWAll
A mini cap covers the vertical sidewalls. Improves 
the impact resistance of the edges. 

sTRucTuRes

sideWAll

diAgonAl sideWAll
The sidewalls are inclined to improve smoothness 
on powdery snow and impact resistance at the 
edges. 



The access version for all kinds of terrain: stability and accessibility for confidence on any kind of surface. 

Binding

Sidecut

Radius

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

Tyrolia PR11
DIN 3-11, weight 1.760kg, anti-friction 
system on the front binding, multi-
directional trigger on the binding. 
Adjustment without tools. 

116/74/103 in size 170

16.2m in size 170

161, 170, 176

€249.90 with PR11 binding

Skimium, Decathlon.fr
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full cAMBeR 
Classic camber without rocker to promote 
precise control on the piste and optimise edge 
length for powerful grip on hard snow. 

pu coRe
The core of the ski is injected at the time of 
moulding, making this a long-life model, 
necessary for all-mountain skiing. 

sHell fiBeR consTRucTion
A fibreglass shell, running from one edge to 
the other without interruption: this provides 
smooth, homogeneous support distribution. 

RMW++ BAse 
The black high molecular weight base 
optimises glide and facilitates maintenance 
for a longer life.

scRATcH ReinfoRced Top
We have chosen the most resistant topsheet on 
the market, supplemented by a shell structure 
with a rounded edge and an optimised choice 
of decoration. All this combines to create a ski 
which is particularly resistant to scratching 
and scuffing of the edges. 

long life seRies
A series of "long life" skis specially treated for 
long-lasting resistance. 

Binding

Sidecut

Radius

Tyrolia PR11 dampener 
DIN 3-11, weight 1.760kg, anti-friction 
system on the front binding, multi-
directional trigger on the binding, 
viscoelastic anti-vibration interface. Front 
and back adjustment without tools. 

129/80/111 in size 177

15.5m in size 177

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

170, 177

€449.90 with binding

Decathlon G3, Skimium, 
Decathlon.fr

The sporty version of the all-terrain programme, to be at the best of your ability, whatever the surface, 
thanks to a premium wood/titanal sandwich construction, all-terrain shaped rocker and dual radius. This is 
a real suV. 

siMple slice fiBeR 
The fibreglass layer spreads the energy 
throughout the ski for good distribution and 
better feel. 

diAgonAl sideWAll 
The diagonal sidewall makes this ski smoother 
on powdery snow thanks to a better distribution 
of energy, as well as more resistant to impact 
on the edges. 

uHMW BAse 
A base derived from those used on racing skis. 
Stone finish to maximise glide. 

scRATcH ReinfoRced Top 
Structured topsheet, reinforced to withstand all 
impacts linked to all-mountain practice. 

MediuM cAMBeR 
Provides the ski with stability and responsiveness 
for excellent performance on the piste. 

fRonT RockeR
Helps planing in powdery snow.
Shock absorption in choppy snow. On the piste, 
it shortens the turn initiation phase, making 
the ski easier to handle. 

"I ski for the pleasure of discovering  
the resort, on the piste and  

at the side of the slope" 

CRUISING
CROSSLANDER

long life seRies
A series of "long life" skis specially treated for 
long-lasting resistance. 

MeTAl ReinfoRced
A wood-fibro-metal sandwich construction 
The two titanal plates reinforce the ski's 
dynamism and provide greater precision and 
excellent grip. Moreover, in powder, forces are 
distributed for better buoyancy. 
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> 2 flax inserts placed at the front 
and rear of the binding, combined with 
an elastomer to reduce vibrations 
and fatigue in practice. 

The upops programme is designed for skiers who practise primarily on groomed slopes and are looking for a 
stable, manoeuvrable and forgiving ski which is very accessible and will put them at ease to enjoy the various 
pistes on the resort. 

HigH cAMBeR 
High camber for excellent grip on hard snow 
and complete energy transmission throughout 
the whole of the ski. 

fRonT RockeR
The front rocker, combined with the high 
camber, makes it easier to enter turns and 
has excellent edge error tolerance. 

pu coRe
The core of the ski is injected at the time of 
moulding, making this a long-life model. 

sHell fiBeR consTRucTion
A fibreglass topsheet, running from one edge 
to the other without interruption: achieves a  
great balance between comfort and dynamism.

RMW BAse
Polyethylene sole for good wax absorption and 
optimal glide. 

scRATcH ReinfoRced Top
New Corund-type topsheet with greater 
resistance, limiting the effect of scratches. 

Binding

Sidecut

Radius

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

Salomon L10
DIN 3 - 10

119/75/103 in size 165

15m in size 165

148, 158, 165, 175

€299.90 with binding

Decathlon G2, Decathlon.fr, 
Chullanka, Skimium

> A new more rounded ski profile to limit the effects of 
scuffing on the edges. 
> A metal tip to strengthen this part of the ski, which is 
very exposed. 

flAx fiBeR ViBRATions ABsoRBeR
Flax fibre to filter vibrations, great comfort on 
the snow, particularly on hard snow. It also 
has the effect of reducing fatigue at the end 
of the day. 

long life seRies
A series of "long life" skis specially treated for 
long-lasting resistance. 

"I ski for the pleasure of discovering  
the resort, on the piste and  

at the side of the slope" 

CRUISING
UPOP’S



The one programme is designed to allow recreational skiers immediate access to the pleasures of skiing and 
preserve the ski's external appearance in a durable manner. onebreaker for men and onecharm for women. 

A pin-tail type sidecut facilitates access to skiing by making 
turn initiation intuitive, along with easy slide when leaving 
the curve, making it easy to get out of any situation. 

Binding

Sidecut

Radius

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

Salomon L10 Easytrack
allows for quick adjustment without 
tools over a length of 129mm (base 
length from 260 to 380mm)
Automatic fin adjustment and remo-
vable brake. DIN 3 - 10.

121/72/104 in size 166

radius 13.9m in size 166

159, 166, 173 for Onebreaker 
145, 152, 159 for Onecharm

€179.90 with binding

Skimium, Decathlon.
fr, Decathlon China, 
Decathlon Russia

lf series
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full cAMBeR 
Allows for more intuitive turn initiation and 
good grip - less risk of unwanted movements. 

pu coRe
The core of the ski is injected at the time of 
moulding, making this a long-life model. 

cAp sAndWicH consTRucTion
Fibreglass laminate on the upper section 
and pierced steel blade on the lower section, 
making this a lightweight and very smooth ski. 

RMW BAse
The black high molecular weight base absorbs 
wax well to preserve glide quality for as long 
as possible.

RegulAR Top
For this ski, we use one of the most resistant 
topsheets on the market to limit the visual 
impact of scratches and scuffing of the edges. 
The metal tip cap adds to the protection. 

long life seRies
A series of "long life" skis specially treated for 
long-lasting resistance. 

The female access version for all kinds of terrain: stability and smoothness for confidence on any kind of surface. 

Binding

Sidecut

Radius

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

Tyrolia lrx 9.0 
DIN 2.5 - 9, multi-size adjustment 
without tool. 

116/74/103 in size 151

radius 12.3m in size 151

143, 151, 161

€249.90 with binding

Decathlon G1, Skimium, 
Decathlon.fr

A sidecut which optimises stability and accessibility: The 
74mm underfoot width gives this ski greater stability on 
straight runs. Its wide 116mm tip allows for easier curve 
entry. 

full cAMBeR 
Classic camber, without rocker, to give maximum 
assistance with edging on hard snow. 

pu coRe
The core of the ski is injected at the time of 
moulding, making this a long-life model. 

sHell fiBeR consTRucTion
A fibreglass topsheet, running from one edge 
to the other without interruption, providing 
great smoothness when guiding the ski. 

RMW++ BAse 
The black high molecular weight base optimises 
glide and facilitates maintenance for a longer 
life.

scRATcH ReinfoRced Top
The black high molecular weight base optimises 
glide and facilitates maintenance for a longer 
life.

A light ski: we have optimised the 
total weight by mounting one of 
the lightest bindings on the market 
(800g for a half-pair)

long life seRies
A series of "long life" skis specially treated for 
long-lasting resistance. 

"I ski for the pleasure of discovering  
the resort, on the piste and  

at the side of the slope" 

CRUISING
WOMAN



The one programme is designed to allow recreational skiers immediate access to the pleasures of skiing and 
preserve the ski's external appearance in a durable manner. onebreaker for men and onecharm for women. 

A pin-tail type sidecut which facilitates access to skiing by 
making turn initiation intuitive, along with easy slide when 
leaving the curve, making it easy to get out of any situation. 

full cAMBeR 
Provides the ski with stability and responsiveness 
for excellent performance on the piste. 

pu coRe
The core of the ski is injected at the time of 
moulding, making this model very lightweight. 
Substantially reduces fatigue, enabling users 
to enjoy skiing all day. 

cAp sAndWicH consTRucTion
Fibreglass laminate on the upper section 
and pierced steel blade on the lower section, 
making this a lightweight and very smooth ski. 

RMW BAse
The black high molecular weight base absorbs 
wax well to preserve glide quality for as long 
as possible.

Binding

Sidecut

Radius

Salomon L10 Easytrack
allows for quick adjustment without 
tools over a length of 129mm 
(base length from 260 to 380mm). 
Automatic fin adjustment and 
removable brake. DIN 3 - 10.

121/72/104 in size 166

13.9m in size 166

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

159, 166, 173 for Onebreaker

145, 152, 159 for Onecharm

€179.90 with binding

Skimium, Decathlon.fr, 
Decathlon China,  
Decathlon Russia
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RegulAR Top
For this ski, we use one of the most resistant 
topsheets on the market to limit the visual 
impact of scratches and scuffing of the edges. 
The metal tip cap adds to the protection. 

long life seRies
A series of "long life" skis specially treated for 
long-lasting resistance. 

lf series

A fun ski allowing you to carve beautiful curves and improve your carved turn technique. it remains very 
accessible thanks to its dual-radius sidecut. 

"I ski on the piste for a feeling of speed  
and the pleasure of controlling  

my trajectories"

Dual-radius sidecut: The sidecut is built around 2 radiuses. 
The radius at the tip is shorter, allowing for faster curve 
entry. The longest radius is located at the rear, allowing 
you to vary the curve radius. The combination of the two 
radiuses leads you to carve curves in a more intuitive way, 
allowing you to concentrate on the pleasure of skiing. 

full cAMBeR 
100% camber promoting a strong grip and 
precision control. The entire edge is in contact 
with the snow. 

uHMW BAse 
Sintered high molecular weight base with stone 
finish for optimal glide. 

Binding

Sidecut

Radius

Salomon KZ10
DIN 3.5 - 10, the result of optimal 
developments in terms of performance 
and safety. Its extended steel strip 
construction contributes to improving 
precision curve handling and grip on 
hard snow. The use of a central bar 
connecting the binding and heel grip 
frees the natural flex of the ski for 
smoother curves. 

123/73/105 in size 176

13.5m and 16.5m in size 176

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

168, 176

€429 with binding

Decathlon G3, Skimium, 
Decathlon.fr

SPEED

WoodcoRe
douBle slice fiBeR
TRiAxiAl fiBeR RenfoRced
A fibreglass sandwich construction: A vertical 
laminated wood core is sandwiched between 
the ski's 2 biaxial and triaxial glass laminates. 
This construction provides greater ski rigidity 
and a direct response to contact between the 
ski and the snow. This construction makes 
this the ideal ski for carving beautiful curves 
in all snow conditions. 

VeRTicAl sideWAll 
The vertical sidewalls transmit energy from 
edge to edge providing power and grip on hard 
snow. 

HARd Top
Top sheet which durably protects the ski from 
impact on the edges.



piste, powder & park: this 3 in 1 ski handles them all very well. certainly the most versatile ski in our line:  
a must-have for your garage. 

full cAMBeR 
100% camber to promote powerful grip and 
precision control. The entire edge is in contact 
with the snow to optimise performance on the 
piste. In powder, the camber will make the ski 
bounce back for responsiveness and fun. 

WoodcoRe
douBle slice fiBeR
TRiAxiAl fiBeR RenfoRced
Full wood fibreglass sandwich construction: 
A vertical laminated wood core is sandwiched 
between the ski's 2 biaxial and triaxial glass 
laminates to optimise the ski's torsional and 
flexural rigidity. This construction gives the 
ski a high level of responsiveness, making it a 
great piece of kit which can go everywhere. 

Mixed sideWAll
A mini cap covers the vertical sidewalls Improves 
the impact resistance of the edges. 

uHMW BAse 
This base is directly derived from those used 
on racing skis. It has a stone finish to maximise 
glide. 

HARd Top
A rigid topsheet to durably protect the ski from 
scuffing at the edges and other impacts caused 
by freestyle, freeriding and use on the piste. 

> "short fat" concept: This new short and fat ski format 
allows the user to benefit from lift and stability thanks to its 
100mm underfoot width. 
Its short size (140 or 150) allows for increased manoeuvrability. 
This type of format will come into its own in cluttered terrain, 
as may be the case off-piste in the forest. 
The ski tip is wide: 130mm; combined with supple flex, 
it allows the ski to plane easier in powder and absorb the 
bumps. This is also a great ski on the piste. 

Binding Tyrolia PR11
DIN 3-11, weight 1.760 kg, anti-friction 
system on the front binding, multi-
directional trigger on the binding, visco 
anti-vibration interface. Front and back 
adjustment without tools. 

130/100/120 in size 140

14.5m in size 140

Sidecut

Radius

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

140, 150

€299.90 with binding

Decathlon G2, Skimium, 
Chullanka, Decathlon.fr

Size selection:
> 140 for skiers with a 45kg-65kg gauge
> 150 for skiers with a gauge of up to 85kg 
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"I ski off-piste to float in the 
powder and enjoy leaving  

my own tracks" 

A powerful and effective freeride ski on mixed-surface enduro-type runs. designed for complete skiers 
seeking a ski which performs well in powder and choppy snow as well as on the piste, in order to facilitate the 
passage between two powder runs. 

MediuM cAMBeR 
Gives the ski stability and responsiveness, 
allowing it to bounce back in powder to create 
the feeling of floating. Also useful on the piste 
to guarantee a good grip. 

fRonT & TAil RockeR 30
Long rocker on the front to improve buoyancy 
in powder and absorb irregularities in choppy 
snow conditions. Shorter on the back for better 
directional effect on the piste and to sit better 
when entering deep snow. 

WoodcoRe
douBle slice fiBeR
TRiAxiAl fiBeR RenfoRced
Wood fibreglass sandwich construction: A 
vertical laminated wood core is sandwiched 
between the ski's 2 biaxial and triaxial glass 
laminates to optimise the ski's torsional and 
flexural rigidity. These technologies also 
provide an excellent transmission of energy 
over the whole of the ski for very precise 
guiding on the piste and in powder. 

VeRTicAl sideWAll
Made from a very solid material, it reinforces 
the ski's structure and directly transmits 
support to the edges. This results in a very 
good grip on hard snow. 

uHMW BAse
This base is directly derived from those 
used on racing skis. It has a stone finish to 
maximise glide. 

HARd Top
A rigid topsheet to durably protect the ski 
from scuffing at the edges and other impacts 
caused by freeriding. 

Binding

Sidecut

Radius

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

Sold as ski only
you should ensure that the bindings 
fitted have ski stops which can accom-
modate an underfoot width of 104mm. 

130/104/120 in size 181

26m in 181 and 22.6m in 171

181, 191

€379.90 without bindings
€399.90 with Tyrolia Attack 
13 bindings

Decathlon G3, Chullanka, 
Decathlon.fr

> Wide body: 104mm underfoot to guarantee effective 
assistance in powder 

FREE
R I D E



To freestyle like the pros, this look will get you noticed in the snowpark. 
This is the little brother of our Twintricks model. We kept the dnA of our reference model,  
a wood core and twin tip sidecut, and made   access easier by providing a softer flex. The result 
is a freestyle ski which facilitates access to the snowpark and learning tricks, as well as 
maintaining its versatility on the piste. 

> Shape twintip: Double tip at front and heel to make skiing 
switch easier 

full cAMBeR 
This allows you to maximise jump height, 
provides pop and makes landings more accurate 
for maximum safety. This dynamic side is also 
an advantage on the piste, where this is a 
responsive and accurate ski. 

uHMW BAse 
High molecular weight base with stone finish, 
allowing for better glide and excellent abrasion 
resistance, thus facilitating access to rails for 
the first time. 

scRATcH ReinfoRced Top
A resistant topsheet to limit the impact of 
scratching caused by freestyle. 

WoodcoRe 
cAp sAndWicH consTRucTion
Fibreglass shell/woodcore construction: An 
edge to edge fibreglass shell combined with a 
wood core. This makes the ski more resistant 
to ensure a long life. In addition, this type of 
construction, which is softer than a sandwich, 
facilitates learning. 

Binding

Sidecut

Radius

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

Tyrolia Light Rail 7.5
DIN 2 - 7.5 for skiers weighing between 
22kg and 80kg. Its interface allows for 
rapid adaptation to different positions, 
without tools, making this a multi-
purpose ski (freestyle, freeride, piste), 
which can be customised. 

109/77/103 in size 145

13m in size 145

136, 145, 154, 163

€219.90 with bindings, sizes 
136 and 145
€239.90 with bindings, sizes 
154 and 163

Decathlon G3, Chullanka, 
Decathlon.fr, Skimium
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long life seRies
A series of "long life" skis specially treated for 
long-lasting resistance. 

"I ski in the snowparks or on the piste to enjoy 
showing off my jumps and tricks" 

in the park, this "pure camber" ski provides a solid amount of pop due to its high 
camber and multi-axial fibre sandwich construction. This makes it more efficient 
during impulsion phases, solid when landing and very versatile. 

> Shape twintip: The twintip provides the manoeuvrability 
required both for switch and the standard position. diAgonAl sideWAll

Made from a very solid material, this reinforces 
the ski's structure and directly transmits 
support to the edges. This results in very good 
grip in the pipe and on hard snow. 

full cAMBeR 
In order to promote power in the impulsion 
phase, we have deployed the camber over the 
whole base. This maximises jump height and 
makes landings more accurate. This dynamic 
side is also an advantage on the piste, where 
this is a quick and precise ski with great carving 
skills when warming up before hitting the 
snowpark. 

WoodcoRe
douBle slice fiBeR
TRiAxiAl fiBeR RenfoRced
Wood/fibreglass sandwich construction: The 
reference construction for freestyle. A vertical 
laminated wood core is sandwiched between 
the ski's 2 biaxial and triaxial glass laminates 
to optimise the ski's torsional and flexural 
rigidity so that it retains its stability at high 
speed, particularly when gathering speed for 
take-off. 

uHMW BAse 
High molecular weight base with stone finish, 
allows for better glide and excellent abrasion 
resistance. For rail fans, it will remain in good 
condition for much longer. 

HARd Top
A rigid topsheet to durably protect the ski 
from scuffing at the edges and other repeated 
impacts caused by freestyle. 

Binding

Sidecut

Radius

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

Sold as ski only, so that it is not 
encumbered by an interface which would 
weigh it down. you should ensure that the 
bindings fitted have ski stops which can 
accommodate an underfoot width of 84mm. 

121/84/110 in size 181

20m in size 181

171, 181

€289.90 without bindings
€339.90 with Tyrolia Attack 
13 bindings

Decathlon G3, Chullanka, 
Decathlon.fr

FREE
STYLE
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WoMAn lf series

learning and quick progress: this ski will very quickly allow you to feel at ease on all pistes, soon succeeding in 
stringing turns together, as well as small jumps and skiing switch (backwards). in summary: this ski provides very 
fast access to a level which will allow you to do your first tricks on the piste. 

> Shape: A ski with a raised back 
for easy slide out of turns, as well as 
making it easier to ski switch. Its 85mm 
underfoot width ensures good stability, 
despite its small size; 127cm in length, 
it easily rotates about its axis. 
> Practical features: Very easy to carry. 
Its small size means it can even fit easily 
into most car boots. 

pu coRe
Polyurethane core for a very light and 
manoeuvrable ski. 

full cAMBeR 
Camber over the entire ski to improve grip, 
which makes this a fun and responsive ski and 
allows you to acquire a good knowledge of the 
art of carving turns. 

RMW BAse
The black high molecular weight base absorbs 
wax well to preserve glide quality for as long 
as possible.

cAp sAndWicH consTRucTion
Fibreglass laminate top and bottom with 
reinforcement of the bindings for maximum 
durability. 

Binding

Sidecut

Radius

Salomon L10 Easytrack
allows for quick adjustment without 
tools over a length of 129mm (base 
length from 260 to 380mm). Automatic 
fin adjustment and removable brake. 
DIN 3 - 10.

105/85/95 in size 127

20m in size 127

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

127 

€189.90 with binding

Skimium, Decathlon.fr, 
Decathlon in certain stores

Not recommended for people 
less than 150cm tall. 

RegulAR Top
For this ski, we use one of the most resistant 
topsheets on the market to limit the visual 
impact of scratches and scuffing of the edges.

long life seRies
A series of "long life" skis specially treated for 
long-lasting resistance. 

MAn lf series

learning and quick progress: this ski will very quickly allow you to feel at ease on all pistes, soon succeeding in 
stringing turns together, as well as small jumps and skiing switch (backwards). in summary: this ski provides very 
fast access to a level which will allow you to do your first tricks on the piste. 

> Shape: A ski with a raised back for  
easy slide out of turns, as well as making  
it easier to ski switch. Its 85mm underfoot  
width ensures good stability, despite its  
small size; 127cm in length, it easily 
rotates about its axis. 
> Practical features: Very easy to carry. 
Its small size means it can even fit easily 
into most car boots. 

pu coRe
Polyurethane core for a very light and 
manoeuvrable ski. 

full cAMBeR 
Camber over the entire ski to improve grip, 
which makes this a fun and responsive ski and 
allows you to acquire a good knowledge of the 
art of carving turns. 

RMW BAse
The black high molecular weight base absorbs 
wax well to preserve glide quality for as long 
as possible.

cAp sAndWicH consTRucTion
Fibreglass laminate top and bottom with 
reinforcement of the bindings for maximum 
durability. 

Binding

Sidecut

Radius

Salomon L10 Easytrack
allows for quick adjustment without 
tools over a length of 129mm (base 
length from 260 to 380mm). Automatic 
fin adjustment and removable brake. 
DIN 3 - 10.

105/85/95 in size 127

20m in size 127

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

127 

€189.90 with binding

Skimium, Decathlon.fr, 
Decathlon in certain stores

Not recommended for people 
less than 150cm tall. 

RegulAR Top
For this ski, we use one of the most resistant 
topsheets on the market to limit the visual 
impact of scratches and scuffing of the edges.

long life seRies
A series of "long life" skis specially treated for 
long-lasting resistance. 

SHORT
S K I S
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> An eVoluTiVe "eAsY2TuRn" sidecuT: Wide 
tip and narrow heel to facilitate learning to 
snowplough and allow the learner to gradually 
move to the sliding turn technique. Its underfoot 
width (67mm) provides very good stability on 
straight runs. 

> design: Since tastes change according to age, 
each model is available in two colour versions: 
1 decoration style for younger children in the teamy 
and miny versions for sizes 110 and 120 
1 decoration style for older children in the team 
and girly versions for sizes 130 and 140

> econoMicAl: The Look Team 4 binding allows 
for quick adjustment of the base length in a single 
operation on the heel, so that the ski can adapt to 
increases in shoe size. This is very easy to carry 
out, we recommend that you have it done in our 
workshops. 
DIN 0.75 - 4.5.
Bindings meeting the A and c standards adapted 
to children's and adult's shoes.

long life seRies
A series of "long life" skis specially treated for 
long-lasting resistance. 

Sidecut

Radius

98/66/86 in size 80

4.2m in 80cm

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

110 / 120 / 130 / 140 

€114.90 sizes 110 - 120
€119.90 sizes 130 - 140

Decathlon, Decathlon.fr, 
Chullanka, Skimium

JUNIOR

for young skiers (8-12 years) who are learning to ski. onebreaker for boys and starliner for girls in size 110 
to size 140. A ski which is light, strong and easy to maintain

> An eVoluTiVe "eAsY2TuRn" sidecuT: Wide 
tip and narrow heel to facilitate learning to 
snowplough and allow the learner to gradually 
move to the sliding turn technique. Its underfoot 
width (67mm) provides very good stability on 
straight runs. 

> design: Since tastes change according to age, 
each model is available in two colour versions: 
1 decoration style for younger children in the teamy 
and miny versions for sizes 110 and 120 
1 decoration style for older children in the team 
and girly versions for sizes 130 and 140

> econoMicAl: The Look Team 4 binding allows 
for quick adjustment of the base length in a single 
operation on the heel, so that the ski can adapt to 
increases in shoe size. This is very easy to carry 
out, we recommend that you have it done in our 
workshops. 
DIN 0.75 - 4.5.
Bindings meeting the A and c standards adapted 
to children's and adult's shoes.

Sidecut

Radius

98/66/86 in size 80

4.2m in 80cm

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

110 / 120 / 130 / 140 

€114.90 sizes 110 - 120
€119.90 sizes 130 - 140

Decathlon, Decathlon.fr, 
Chullanka, Skimium

"I ski to have fun and become a champion" 

long life seRies
A series of "long life" skis specially treated for 
long-lasting resistance. 
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uski is an educATionAl skiing product for very young skiers (3-4 years) who want to have fun while getting 
their balance on the snow. 
Allows for use at the bottom of pistes, in the garden or in the park. 

Sizes

Recommended retail 
price 

One size

€39.95 for a pair of skis with 
poles and €14.95 for the 
sledge seat and pulling strap. 

> MAnufAcTuRed WiTH cARe: Small skis 
look cute, but don't let that fool you - 18 months 
of development lie behind these skis, which have 
rounded ends to create a product which is both fun 
and effective. The wood comes from French forests 
managed in an environmentally friendly way and is 
carefully selected to ensure that it is kink-free. It 
is then shaped using a CNC with 5 axes. Finally, 
it is hand-finished to remove any splinters and 
create a very smooth feel. Special attention has 
also been paid to the varnish used, to ensure that 
it is resistant to cold and scratches, and meets 
the standards required for products intended for 
very young children. The skis are made in the Jura 
department of France. 

> Binding: Adjustable strap length can be altered 
for après-ski footwear, accommodating foot lengths 
between 22 and 28cm.

> MAnoeuVRABiliTY: The short length makes 
them particularly agile. An ergo system along the 
edges of the ski acts as a backstop to minimise 
the risk of slipping out of control. They come with 
a pair of non-pointed poles equipped with a large 
basket for stability. 

> fun: Given that very young children have a 
short attention span, these skis are designed to 
accommodate a seat, which attaches to the bindings, 
transforming the skis into a sledge to finish the 
session in a fun way. This accessory comes with a 
strap allowing the sledge to be pulled along by an 
adult. These accessories are sold separately. 

> Recommendations: To be used on the flat, under 
adult supervision. The child must wear a helmet. 
Never take lifts. Do not use on icy snow. 

designed for very young skiers (5-6 years) who are learning to ski. A fun ski which is light, strong and easy to 
maintain. 

> An eVoluTiVe "eAsY2TuRn" sidecuT: Wide 
tip and narrow heel to facilitate learning to 
snowplough and allow the learner to gradually 
move to the sliding turn technique. Its underfoot 
width (67mm) provides very good stability on 
straight runs. 

> educATionAl design: The "animal heads" 
decoration has been designed so that the two tips 
coming together in a snowplow reconstruct the 
face. Decoration by size

> econoMicAl: The Look Team 4 binding allows 
for quick adjustment of the base length in a single 
operation on the heel, so that the ski can adapt to 
increases in shoe size. This is very easy to carry 
out, we recommend that you have it done in our 
workshops. 
DIN 0.75 - 4.5.
Bindings meeting the C standard exclusively 
adapted to children's shoes. 

Sidecut

Radius

98/66/86 in size 80

4.2m in 80cm

Sizes

Recommended retail price 

Distribution network

70 / 80 / 90 / 100 

€99.9 size 80; €104.9 size 90; 
€109.90 size 100

Decathlon G2, Chullanka, 
Decathlon.fr

long life seRies
A series of "long life" skis specially treated for 
long-lasting resistance. 

JUNIOR "I ski to have fun and become a champion" 
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